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The Building
Built in 1835
Historically zoned which means external changes need to be approved by 

Historical Commission
There are two buildings on the property, the apartment building and a rather 

unusual garage and storage area.
Building is stucco over clapboard
There is an easement allows my neighbor Elaine Lindy to use 1/2 of a garage and 

land that makes it accessible for her cars. We are allowed limited usage of her driveway, 
which is valuable to access the storage area. We have to be careful not to block access for 
her tenants. It's worthwhile seeing a diagram of the easement.

Purchased June 29 1979
           Deed and Easement: See pages  48-52

Property map see page  53

View from Winter St

Cook out area
Garage on left, storage area on right
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Garage
Not accesible for  cars

Garage

Storage area looking east

Storage area looking west

Garage and Storage
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First floor schematic

Apartment 25
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Apartment 25

First floor
Living room

Windows don't have a sash cords; have wood locks instead. 
Thermostat located in this room.
 Hard wired smoke detector. 

Dining room
No basement underneath
Open to kitchen

Livingroom

Livingroom

Diningroom

Diningroom

Diningroom
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Kitchen
Dishwasher possible ???
New stove
Cabinets have been painted

 Bath downstairs
Tub,  shower not workable because of curtain difficulties
Floor painted

Apartment 25
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Second floor schematic

Apartment 25
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South / Master Bedroom

NW Bedroom

Apartment 25

Master bedroom, looking north

Master bedroom, looking south west

NW Bedroom, looking NW
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NE Bedroom / office
No heat registers

Heat coming up stairs minimizes problem

Upstairs bath
Shower, toilet, lavatory
Shower is tiled and caulking around base should be checked occasionly

Apartment 25
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Apartment 25

There is locked door to unfinished attic. Key is over door.
Only heat is electric but there is separate 20 amp circuit
Only access is  thru master bedroom.
In summer using fan at bottom of stairs helps keep room cool.
The door to the unfinished attic provides escape in case of fire. You can go down the stairs in 23R to get 
out of the building. Stairs are very rough but workable.

Attic room

Attic room
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Basement
Stairs

Very steep, cannot be fixed because of a support beam 
over the lower stair
Is the only access to the basement large enough for 
appliances for all apartments.

Water meters for all three apartments located behind furnace
Occasionally floods as much as 1/2 inch. May be fixable.
Oil tank 240 gal, all others apartments 275 gal

Stair schematic

Door to 23 basement

Workshop area
Refrigerator should be removed

Laundry area

Apartment 25
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Lead Paint

The apartment was deleaded In 1980 but the city lost their records. What should be 
done is to hire a delead inspector reinspect the apartment. The state Lead Paint 
department has names of the inspectors. Cost about $150.00

Apartment 25
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First floor
Kitchen

In good condition except for one window affected by ice dam.
Has portable dishwasher

Door on left to bathroom and basement

Apartment 23

Looking NW

Looking NE
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Living room, Door goes to stairs and front door

Apartment 23

Living room looking SW
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Bath
Located in entrance way to basement
Shower, no tub

Toilet,  shower

Lavatory

Apartment 23
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Master (SE) Bedroom 

Door is to attic bedroom

Looking south east

Apartment 23
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NE Bedroom
Small closet

Looking northeast

Apartment 23
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Attic bedroom
Access through master bedroom
No heat except electric
Slanted ceilings
Comes with fire escape ladder

Apartment 23

Looking east
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Basement

Washer dryer
Storage
Very narrow stair access

Apartment 23
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Apartment 23R

Kitchen

Exit to picnic area, doorway to livingroom

Pantry, doorway to driveway

Bathroom door, pantry
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Apartment 23R

Living room
Very small
The doorway is small and has caused some problems getting 
furniture in 
One window looks out at a cement wall

\ Stays warm in winter because location of thermostat

View to picnic area

View to dog run

Livingroom
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Apartment 23R

Bath
A vent (into the kitchen) might be valuable because it tends to 
attract mold
Shower, toilet and lavatory

                

Looking North Looking South
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Apartment 23R

Second floor
Master bedroom

Possible access to the attic thru closet, awkward
Windows both sides, good air flow

 NW corner

SW Corner
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Apartment 23R

Office (or second bedroom)
Heat vent is right at the doorway and needs a reflector

Looking northeast

Looking west
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Apartment 23R
Basement

Gas dryer

Door to 23

Washing machine

Gas hot water

Dirt floor room under livingroom
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Apartment 23R

Dog Run

Dog Run
Looking north toward storage area
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Snow problems:

Instruction for snow blower

Access to storage area and garage

Parking can get crowded, but better than most

In 2015 there were some ice dam problems. 
Hopefully fixed.
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 Parking

There are nine to ten stalls available.
 Rent out two, one 24 hr and the other only during the day to Agronavich Accounting, 150$/mo
The yard to the left is very important as a place to put snow in the winter.
Have had some problem with the stone dust washing down in heavy rain.

Parking, asphalt, three stalls

Parking stone dust 4 to 5 stalls

Parking beside building, 1 or 2 stalls
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Neighbors

Since very crowded neighborhood good neighbor relations are very important.

Neighbor Lindy apartment. We are 
allowed to use driveway to left of brick 
building as long as we don't block 
access for her tenants.

Back of gas station, Not pretty but very 
important as a place to put snow in 
winter. Owners of station are very 
cooperative.

Lomer, not beautiful but a place to put 
snow House trailer and truck in background are 

property of Lomers

Buildings across street owned by Elaine 
Lindy. Excellent neighbor
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Neighborhood

Hemlock Gorge, 
22 acres of reservation land along the river.

Echo Bridge

Looking East

Looking down from the bridge. Good fishing
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Easement

My property goes from the fence through the middle of the third garage ( with car parked in front). For 
consideration I've gave Elaine Lindy a  easement that allows her my half of that garage and the property up 
to the end of the flower box wall. The easement does not cover the rectangle from the fence down to the 
floor box wall. I allow her  tenants to use that area to turn around but that is not part of the easement.

Flower box line up to east side of 3d garage. Red area not part of easement

Looking north toward third garage. Flower boxes are on my 
land. The area defined by extending the chain link fence toward 
the garage  and then east to the end of the  flower box is not 
part of the easement. The fence used to go thru the middle of 
the third garage.
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Acquiring Tenants
  $1400/2BR   Nice 2 br apartment, nice area, quiet

This 2 bedroom apartment is in a 1855 triplex on Winter St in Newton Upper Falls

• Upstairs: 2 bedrooms, oak floors
• Downstairs: living room with oak floors, eat in kitchen, bath with shower
• Basement: storage, washer, dryer, 
• Outside: yard, parking for two, 15 min walk to MBTA, dog run, picnic 

table, close to 22 acres reservation land along Charles River

$1400, utilities not included, available Sept 1

Sample Craigslist ad

Guidelines
1) E-mail response only.
2) After e-mail response suggest they call. Important questions to be asked:

What is the group, children / lead paint. 23 & 23R don't have bathtubs and have lead paint
What's the commute? If it's a long commute the chances of success go down
What kind of work do they do. This is a way to get a feel of income level.
What kind of parking requirements. Very important
When needed. Though mentioned in the ad it's  often over looked
Pets?
Contact information

This information is scribbled on the phone log listed below.
Page number of phone log and name added to a software table (see example) that can be sorted by last name. 
This is very useful for knowing who you're talking to when somebody calls. We get as many as 150 calls.

Candidates Sorted by Last name
Phone log
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Showing Apartment

Appointments

General Procedures and Guidelines

•  Be sure that you have candidate cell phone number on the 
form.

•  Provide candidates with your cell phone number.
•  If candidate interested fill in the application form and give a 

small $100 deposit to secure offer. If they do not get the apartment it 
will be returned. See application form and receipt form below

•  If candidate more than 20 min. late I leave.
•  If it looks good I usually give  it a few hours of thought and 

then schedule a meeting within a couple days for security deposit, 
lease and number of other items that need to be covered

Application form

Receipt on deposit to secure offer
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Lease Meeting
I like this meeting to take place at my house where there are  copiers and things can be organized. 
 

Contact Info (see application Page 32)
Check for readability and contact information

Discussion items (see sample  page 34-36 
This is most important part of meeting

Condition of apartment
See sample Page 38

Water billing

Lead paint documents
See sample Page 41,42

Sign lease
See sample Page 39
See sample of Addendum A Page 40 

Get Security Deposit

Receipt for Security Deposit
See sample Page 43
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Discussion Items
23R Winter

Rent & Other Billing
Rent

Collection: Near the end of the month will leave invoice in mailbox and 
pick up on the date stated on the invoice. Leave check in rent box on front 
porch or use internet banking as long as it arrives on required date.

Increases: You are protected for the term of the lease
Water/Sewer Billing: Quarterly along with rent Oil Billing: Will bill you with the 

rent.
Gas & electricity. Your responsibility to transfer.
Will need money for oil in tank when you move in. 

Appliances:

You are responsible for maintenance. I will handle repairs.
Refrigerator: Clean coils two times/year
Stove: Keep oven clean and use pads around burners
Washer: Don't overload. Clean lint filter
Dryer: Clean lint filter
Smoke detectors: Replace batteries and call me if they are not working. 

Cellar detectors are hard wired and are connected to other detectors in other parts of 
cellar. There is a switch on the side so that they can be turned off in case they are 
malfunctioning.

Rubbish:
Tuesday morning pick up
Recycle plastic glass, tin cans, paper all in Green Container no 

styrofoam.
Rubbish in Blue Container 

Tuesdays.
Return rubbish cans from sidewalk after pick up

Lease Meeting
Sample 
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Lease:
To August 31, 2014, annually thereafter. Automatically renewed.
Termination: Written notification by June 30th. If you have to break lease you are 

responsible for damages, primarily lost rent. and getting rid of your junk. If we can re-
rent there may be no damages. Requires effort on both sides early notification, keeping 
the apartment neat, presentable, and accessible.

Parking:
Park in the stalls and don't park on the east side of the driveway. 

Other tenants right to the quiet enjoyment of the property

Stereos
Parties

Right of Entry: Necessary for fixing or repair, showing apartment at termination of 
tenancy, fixing things that affects other apartments. 

Will always try to call ahead if possible but sometimes it doesn't work especially 
when showing apartment.

Keys: Will provide keys to back door. Suggest that you set up plan in case one gets 
locked out.

Roaches and other rodents: Let me know if you ever see any. They are easy to get rid of if 
there are only a few. There are none now.

Insurance: I have liability and fire. I do not have insurance on your goods.

Snow and Yard Maintenance: The tenants in 23 are responsible for mowing and for using 
the snow blower in deep snow to help clear the driveway. However, the final 
responsibility for snow removal is yours. You are responsible for keeping rubbish off the 
lawns and keeping the grounds neat. 

Miscellaneous:

Water usage: It is important to watch water usage. Watch for leaky faucets or a 
toilet that seems to refill other than when flushed.
 

Water beds: require permission

Strainer in kitchen sink: use

Electrical modifications: don't

Lease Meeting
Sample

Discussion Items 
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Overhead ceiling lights: Do not use bulbs over 60w. Might cause fire.

Circuit breakers: In the basement there is a list of every use of every use of 
electricity and the circuit breaker tied to it.

Hot water: Run heater as low as possible. Has a effect on gas bills.
If you see water under heater turn off water to heater and call me. It means that the heater 
needs to be replaced.

Subletting:
They must know the rules and follow them. Parking in particular.

Some Benefits of Newton:

Adult education, lighted tennis courts, swimming, fishing, canoeing

Heat:

Programmable thermostat
Register controls
Duct controls

\ Storm windows, be gentle, don’t force.

Dog run:
Your responsibility to keep clean

Other:
Other tenants

25: Mary Ellen Stokes, Dominique Jackson, Eleanor Jackson (7 yr)
23: Brett Nault, Sarah Whitecross

Storage areas:
Small storage: shared with 23, & 25
Big storage: Only for temporary use. 

 
Current tenants

Josh Silva 
Angela Silva 

I may be out of town July 29 until Saturday August 3d. Can be reached by cell 617 
780-8185 most of the time.

Keys: Apartment will be left unlocked. As a back up there will be a key left in box to the 

Lease Meeting
Discussion Items Sample
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You can use the big storage area as a TEMPORARY storage in case of a problem. Also a 
dolly and Garden Cart you can borrow.

Photos

Available furniture:
Bed, tables, 

Will need to repeat this when Kristin arrives. 

Lease Meeting
Sample

Discussion Items
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To: XXXXXXXX

From: Bruce Abele

Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2009

Subject: Condition of 23R Winter Street Apartment

State law requires that I provide you with a statement describing the 
condition  of the apartment at the time of occupancy . You should 
carefully review both the premises and the appliances, note any problems, 
sign and return to me within 15 days. Not doing so will create a 
presumption that the apartment is in the condition described in this 
statement.

Appliances and accessories provided with the apartment:

2 battery operated smoke detectors, one hard wired detector
Washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Gas stove 
Programmable thermostat
Venetian blinds & valances on windows in south bedroom, living 

room and kitchen.
Entry way door mat.
Smoke detectors basement, first floor and second floor
CO detectors basement, first and second floor

Apartment:
Storm windows with screens on all windows
Shades on all upstairs windows in north bedroom
Storm doors with screens & windows for front and back doors.

Landlord:

Tenants:

Date:

Lease Meeting
Sample

Condition Statement
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Lease Meeting
Sample

Lease First Page
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Addendum A
25 Winter

1. Tenants agrees to pay a security and damage deposit of $XXXX and landlord 
agrees to refund it in full after vacating adjusting for:

.  any damage beyond ordinary wear and depreciation , 

.  any unpaid rent or other charges including water/sewer and heat,

. cost of replacement locks if keys haven't been returned,

. cleaning costs if apartment is unreasonably dirty

. getting rid of junk

Because of the practice by some of using the security deposit as last month's 
rent many landlords require both a security deposit and the last month's rent. In 
order to eliminate the need for this excessive cash requirement on the tenants, 
tenants agrees to pay last month's rent on the first of that month and not to 
attempt to use the security deposit for this payment. 

2. Tenant shall be responsible for normal grounds maintenance during the term  
of this lease. It is important that rubbish is kept off the lawn and in the winter 
that snow and ice are kept off the walks and entryways. 
 
3. Rubbish, including garbage, is picked up between 7 and 9 am on Tuesdays. 
Tenants agree to put rubbish out on a weekly basis keeping all garbage wrapped 
in either newspaper or plastic bags.

4. Tenant agrees
 to purchase at cost (FIFO) oil currently in tank and landlord agrees at the 
termination of the lease to buy back at cost any oil in the tank at that time. 

5. Tenant is allowed parking for not more than one car. Tenant agrees to park 
between the markers. Visitor parking is open-ended.

6. Tenant is permitted to sublet as long as subletees  abide by the terms of the 
lease.

Lease Meeting
 Sample

Addendum A
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Lease Meeting
Lead Paint Law
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Lease Meeting
Lead Paint Certification
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Lease Meeting
Sample

Security Deposit Receipt

Security Deposit Receipt

To: XXXXXXXX

Reference: Apartment at 25 Winter St, Newton Upper Falls, MA

I acknowledge receipt of $XXXX for security deposit for 
apartment at 25 Winter St. Security deposit is to be returned within 
thirty days of termination of lease subject to conditions specified in our 
agreement.

The deposit will be held in escrow in account 31-60003287 of 
the Village Bank, Newtonville, MA.   

Landlord:
Date:
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Move out and Move In

Getting rid of junk
When there is a transfer of tenancy by far the biggest problem is getting rid of junk. Plastics, metal and 
cardboard can be taken to the Rumford dump. Best to remind tenancy that they are responsible for leaving the 
apartment empty. It never works 100% but it helps.

Timing
Frequently people are moving in the same day the old tenants are moving out. I try to set up communication 
between both groups. 

 Final accounting:
 The law is very strict in that you need to 
provide the tenants with a final 
accounting statement. This could get a 
little complicated. There  is almost always 
a water bill and an adjustment for oil in 
the tank. The calculation for oil involves 
FIFO which is a bit tricky to calculate. In 
addition interest on the security deposit is 
to be calculated. See instructions. Unless 
the damage is extraordinary I don't 
charge.

Final Accounting

Sample FIFO Calculation

FIFO Calculation Instructions

Escrow interest calculation
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 Billing
Invoices
For rent, oil, water sewer & 

credits
Deliver to apartments about a 

week early
Invoice states when rent will be 

picked up from rent box on front porch.

 

Oil
When oil is delivered I record it on a spreadsheet so that at the end of the year I 

know usage by apartment. 
Need to notify supplier when to deliver. Apartment 25 has a smaller tank, 240 

gallons so when they are down to 1/4 a delivery is ordered. Supplier leaves invoices for 
all apartments in a can on the porch. Needless to say this is important.

Sample invoice

Sample supplier oil invoice

Oil spread sheet
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Water
Bill for water / sewer four times a year. The tenant in 25 sends me readings and I have 
Excel software that calculates the bill the same way the city does. If a bill is unusually 
large I contact the tenant to determine what's gone wrong. City will occasionally give 
credit for catastrophic usage. See Appendix for  instructions using water billing softwareI 

Accounts receivable

I find  Accounts Receivable software almost essential because everybody's doesn't pay 
for every billing item  always on time. It is a bit of a problem to keep up-to-date but 
definitely worthwhile.

Accounts receivable reportt

Sample water/sewer bill
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Booking

Receipts log

Booking software expenses.: WR repair, W/U utilities, WM maintenance, WA administration, WT Taxes,
 WI Insurance

Receipts   are logged in along with other receipts in this Receipt 
Book.

Expenses both personal and for Winter are posted to this Excel 
booking  software application and transferred monthly to a  File 
Maker Pro database which  makes possible a variety of reports 
depending upon need. 
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Miscellaneous
 

Taxes:
I keep track of trips and at the end the year use that for taxes.

Records
Leases and instructions are archived for every apartment going back to 1980.  

Files are either in attic or storage area.

Archives
I keep a yearly folder of invoices and all expenses are booked on a Financial 

Database so at end of year it is easy to get a report of a category of expense.

Insurance
 Purchased thru Aronson Insurance. Harleysville. About $1650/yr

Tenants current
25 Parker Rice with dog care business: Leaving Aug 31
23R Mike & Kristin McKenney  sports medicine. Excellent
23 Brett Nault medical system analysis; Sarah Whitecross ophthalmologist 

Excellent
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Appendix
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Deed
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Easement
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Easement
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Easement
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Easement
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Property Map
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Water Billing

1)  Under apartments>Monthly billing> water billing> click Macro1-4
2)  Leave open
3) Click the applicable apartment, for example Pearl 25-2.xls
4)  Under the Excel Tools click Macro then Macros
5)  Click Macro1-4’!WaterSU not any of the others See Exhibit 1
6)  Click RUN See Exhibit2
7)  Then add date and reading Exhibit 3

Macro1-4 Exhibit 2

Exhibir 2

Exhibit 3
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Maintenance  & Repair

Electrical:
Every apartment has posted near the circuit breaker panel  charts that show  the relation of usage to 

circuit breaker. One is sorted by circuit breaker, the other by floor and room.

For repairs I use Keith Hemmer 
Phone: 617 293-0562
Email keithhemmer@hotmail.com

Furnaces, heat:
Oil supplier:  Mario Martinez;

Phone:  617 224-6919
Email:  martinezmr1@aol.com

His prices are significantly better than any other supplier. He does not do automatic delivery so it is 
necessary to call when the highest usage apartment is down to  a quarter.

It Is also necessary to clarify how you are going to get the oil invoices,  needless to say very important. 
Currently I have a coffee can on the porch at  Winter Street so he makes a delivery first to Pearl St. and then 
Winter. Brett in 23  then e-mails me photos of each of the invoices.

Is important to monitor each of these steps in the process or you can end up paying for oil.

Furnace repair and annual service:  Dave Reilly, Phone: 617 590-7647
It is necessary to schedule an annual service during the non-heating season

An emergency backup might be Tom 617 224 6919 who works with Mario Martinez

Plumbing
TBros or Tretheway Bros:

Phone:  617 325-3283
Email Jessf@tbros.com

For plumbing repairs it is often advisable to get a photo of the appropriate problem so that the plumber 
doesn't have to go shopping for parts.  That photo can be sent to the e-mail address above.

 Carpentry or Handyman Services
 At this point I have not found any individual who is reliable
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Tenant Phone Numbers & Statistics

Tenant Phone No and Names
 I keep a folder that contains all tenant's names, dog names,  phone numbers and summary lease 

information on my desk. It is very useful
In addition tenants e-mail addresses are on my Name software structured so that you can search by 

apartment. Also very useful.
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End
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